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EXPLORE•COMPLETE•SUPPORT•PROTECT

Post Rider is the newsletter of the
Natchez Trace Parkway Association, P.O.
Box 412, Star, Mississippi 39167. The Association is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. As a park support organization, it
encourages people to Explore, Complete,
Support and Protect the Natchez Trace
Parkway. For more information about
the Association, visit our website www.
natcheztrace.org. To contact us, you may
also email us at info@natcheztrace.info or
send correspondence to the address listed
above.
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A Message From The President

T

he balance of 2013
proved to be as
full as the first six
months as reported to you
in July. In review, we held
a meeting of the chapter
recreation committees in
February; held the first
444 mile Living History
educational initiative in
April; and celebrated the
National Park Service’s
75th Anniversary in May.
In June we initiated
conversation with Adventure Cycling which has
signed an MOU with the
National Park Service to
promote cycling within

national parks. Everyone
agreed that the Natchez
Trace Parkway, being one
of the most popular destination parks for cyclists,
would be perfect to help
“kick start” this nationwide promotion and to
study cycling safety. In
2014, the National Park
Service will begin an aggressive pilot program of
motorists' awareness and
cyclists' safety measures
to educate everyone of the
fact that the Parkway is a
“shared road” as is typical of all national parks.
Watch for news concern-

ing this exciting new program.
In August, Tony and
I were speakers at the national meeting of the General Society War of 1812,
which met in Nashville.
Our beloved Natchez
Trace Parkway received a
lot of national exposure
through this meeting.
Two buses brought participants to a wreath laying
ceremony at the parkway’s
War of 1812 Memorial Site
just south of Leiper’s Fork,
TN. Later in the month,
the NTPA was represented
and promoted in the War

Bryant Boswell
of 1812 Bicentennial educational initiative, “Massacre at Ft. Mims” north of
Mobile.
September
brought
our Annual Meeting
which was held in Tuscumbia, Alabama, in
conjunction with the an-

The Natchez Trace Living History group developed new partnerships by participating in the
War of 1812 bicentennial commemoration at Fort Mims.
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NTPA Living History
contributed much of the
equipment needed for the
event and Tony manned a
booth promoting our as-

|

In 2014 look for emphasis to be placed
on our maintaining the 66 miles of
Natchez Trace National Scenic Trail
through the Nature/Conservation Scenic
Trail Fund.

|

nual
Chickasaw/Choctaw/Creek Oka Kappasa
Festival. Tony planned a
wonderful meeting which
encompassed not only our
Business Meeting, but lectures on cycling and history, our first Colbert 20
cycling event, and a picnic
dinner at Colbert Ferry
sponsored by the Alabama Chapter.
Thanks
go to Bud Pride, Susann
Hamlin, Larry Gray and
the many Alabama members who worked so hard
to make the weekend a
success. Later in September, again several NTPA
members participated in
the War of 1812 Bicentennial educational initiative, “Muster at Ft. Blount”
in Fayetteville, TN. The

Photo Mitch Caver

With Chickasaw Nation
Governor Bill Anoatubby

your year-end gifts. It is
impossible to finance the
programs of the association on dues alone. The
use of PayPal in collecting
dues and donations has
been a smashing success.
This year our emphasis has been on the history
of the parkway and Old
Trace corridor, primarily
through the Marty Owens
Living History Fund. We
have also spent a lot of time
building and promoting
cycling through the Gary
Holdiness Cycling Fund.
In 2014, look for emphasis to be placed on our
maintaining the 66 miles
of Natchez Trace National

Scenic Trail through the
Nature/Conservation Scenic Trail Fund. Organization for maintenance has
already begun on our two
largest sections, the Highland Rim and Yockanookany trail sections. What

sociation.
In October, we introduced our revised association dues and donation
structure. I am excited
about the levels and funds
available for donations.
Please consider these in

a wonderful way to engage
communities as the NPS
reaches out to its “nonprofit partner” for help.
On December 16, the
NTPA was represented at
a holiday reception in Tupelo, MS, for the friends
of the Chickasaw Nation
sponsored by Chickasaw Nation Governor Bill
Anoatubby. The help we
have received this year
from our Chickasaw and
Choctaw brothers and sisters has been phenomenal.
So you see, we have
been a busy association.
We await our new Superintendent Mary Risser
who takes over on January
1, 2014. I want to encourage all the chapters to host
meetings this spring so we
can all welcome Superintendent Risser to the best
three states in America!
Thank you again for
all your support and help.
And, thank you again for
allowing me to serve as
your President. Please
feel free to contact me at
mtcreeklodge@aol.com or
call at 601-845-7994.
} Bryant Boswell,
Association President

Upcoming Events

April 10-12, 2014 Defending the Natchez Trace Colbert Ferry
2014 Annual Meeting, Nashville, Date To Be Announced
November, 2014 War of 1812 - Battle of Pensacola Reenactment, Pensacola to
New Orleans, Date To Be Announced

War of 1812 Soldier’s Return

April 24, 2015 Victory Ball - Natchez
May, 2015 Victory Ball - Old Capitol - Jackson, Date To Be Announced
June, 2015 Victory Ball - Tuscumbia, Date To Be Announced
July 3-4, 2015 The Hermitage, Nashville
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Message from the
Superintendent

I

Photo Courtesy NPS

am humbled to be appointed superintendent of
Natchez Trace Parkway and the associated sites. All
have wonderful natural and cultural values to protect and stories to tell plus staff and stakeholders who
are passionate about this special place. I look forward to
working with the park staff, partners, and communities
to celebrate the centennial anniversary of the National
Park Service and to poise us to enter the Service’s second century with all the associated challenges.
} Mary Risser,
Superintendent
Natchez Trace Parkway Superintendent
Mary Risser

Welcome Superintendent Risser

R

egional NPS Director Stan Austin announced the
appointment of Mary
Risser as the new Superintendent of the Natchez
Trace Parkway. Superintendent Risser has been
on assignment as Acting
Deputy Regional Director
and Chief of Staff for the
Intermountain Region of
NPS.
Risser served as the
Superintendent of the
210,000-acre Dinosaur
National
Monument
since 2005. She oversaw the construction of
the new Quarry Visitor
Center and rehabilitation
of the Quarry Exhibit

Hall, which protects the
100-foot long by 50-foot
high wall of almost 1,500
dinosaur fossils. She reorganized the paleontology program, which has
resulted in the park leveraging $200,000 into well
over $1 million worth of
paleontological research
in the last five years. During her time at Dinosaur,
she also supported research into conditions
of Dinosaur’s two rivers
– the Green and Yampa,
the only remaining large
tributary in the Colorado
River system that retains
its free-flowing character.
Risser has also served
as the Assistant Super-

5

intendent at Joshua Tree
National Park, where
she completed the park’s
Backcountry and Wilderness Management Plan
and worked with the U.S.
Navy to relocate a military training route to another area of the Park that
not only avoided sensitive
resources and high visitation areas, but also enhanced the military training.
In 1983, she began
her National Park Service career in the office
of Employee and Labor
Relations in the National
Capital Region, which includes many of the monuments and parks in the

nation’s capital.
Since joining the National Park Service, Risser has gained experience in a variety of park
operations, including administration, resources
management, interpretation, maintenance, visitor
and resources protection,
concessions
management, accessibility, and
sustainability.
Risser’s
career has also taken her
to a concession management position in Yosemite National Park and
management positions in
Big Bend.
We look forward to
working with Superintendent Risser.

Cycling Safety
Pilot Program
To Begin In 2014

traffic and cyclists on the
parkway as safe as possible.
The pilot program
will permit a testing of
the best methods for educating both motorists
and cyclists. Signage and
sharrows (shared lane
marking) to make motorists aware of the presence
of cyclists are just two of
the methods under consideration. Focus group
sessions will be held
along the parkway. Adventure Cycling will seek
its members’ expertise,
and through its web site
and publications, it will

encourage its members to tional parks. As part of
visit the parkway to help the first pilot program,
test the methods.
the work that begins next
spring will assure that
state-of-the art research,
methods and resources
Natchez Trace
will be devoted to helping
Parkway selected for
make the parkway safer
the first pilot program
and more enjoyable for all
to improve cycling
visitors. What is learned
safety in national
on the parkway will benparks
efit all national parks.
Our members are
encouraged to add their
Adventure
Cycling talents and expertise to
signed a cooperative helping find solutions.
agreement with the Na- The initial pilot program
tional Park Service in is expected to begin in the
2012 to become the cy- Tupelo area in the spring.
cling partner for all na-

|
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A

dventure Cycling,
a non-profit organization with
more than 46,000 members, has selected the
Natchez Trace Parkway
for its first pilot program
to improve cycling safety
in national parks. The
creation of the association’s Gary Holdiness Cycling Fund and the interest shown in creating a
program to improve cycling safety were cited as
factors in their decision.
The Natchez Trace Parkway has welcomed the pilot program to make the
mixture of automobile
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Something For Everyone
At The 2013 Annual Meeting

E

very
Natchez
Trace interest was
represented
at
the annual meeting in
Tuscumbia in September. The meeting was
held in conjunction with
Tuscumbia’s annual Oka
Kapassa festival, and attendees got a chance to
experience the music,
dance, crafts and history
of American Indian tribes of the southeast.
Those arriving early on Friday were treated to a tour of

for the Belle Monte site in Alabama. He also
studied medicine with Dr. Benjamin Rush
whose medicines nursed members of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition.

Florence and Tuscumbia. Led by Ninon Parker of the Colbert County CVB, the tour aboard
a Tuscumbia trolley included early Natchez
Trace-related sites, but it also showcased the
Frank Loyd Wright home, the W.C. Handy
birthplace and the music studios that created
the Muscle Shoals sound.
The Friday evening reception was
held at the Isaac Winston home Belle Monte.
Winston was a friend of Andrew Jackson, and
swapped his land in Nashville (the Hermitage)
7
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On Saturday morning, cyclists inaugurated
the Colbert 20 ride from
the Lauderdale Site, across
the Tennessee River and
to Bear Creek Mound and
back. The Shoals Cycling
Club helped organize the
event. New high visibility green t-shirts designed
for the Gary Holdiness
Cycling Fund were introduced. At the same time,
a planning breakfast for
chapter officers was held
at the William Winston
historic home and a guided hike was held at Rock
Spring to coincide with
the annual hummingbird
migration.

announced the new relationship between the
parkway and Adventure
Cycling (details discussed
more fully in an article
above). He discussed the
effects of sequestration
on operations. A new
film for the visitors center
is being produced. Mr.

Acting Superintendent Dale Wilkerson
spoke at the membership business meeting.
He discussed planning
that has taken place for
the Chickasaw Cultural
Center that is being designed for the
Chickasaw
Village
site.
Plans include
both a type of
reconstruction of some
of the Chickasaw buildings
in the village
and a new
interpretive
building. Mr.
Wilkinson also
8

Wilkerson said that the
new visitor contact station and restrooms are
nearing completion at
Mount Locust and that
work will begin soon on
similar buildings at Phar
Mounds, Jeff Busby/Little Mountain and Colbert
Ferry.
Donna
Holdiness
presented the association
with a check for $4,000
raised during the Attala
ride for the Gary Holdiness Cycling Fund. She
discussed her husband
Gary’s love for the Natchez Trace and her commitment to build the fund
and use it to promote cycling and cycling safety

on the parkway.
Jim Mallory, Vice-chair of the
Lewis and Clark Trust, provided an
update on the Eastern Legacy project- an extension of the Lewis and
Clark Trail to include portions of
the parkway. NPS is developing a
recommendation study for congressional action.
President Bryant Boswell provided a review of work for the previous year, with an emphasis on living
history, cycling and trail maintenance.
The first video for the cell phone

vealing about the Chickasaws who lived along the old Natchez Trace.
Acting Superintendent Wilkinson led a roundtable discussion on cycling safety. There was a consensus that additional emphasis should be
placed on the parkway as a park to encourage motorists to be alert for cyclists and other recreation users. The “sharrows” stenciling concept was
discussed. Focus groups will meet in the spring.
The day capped off with a Saturday afternoon picnic at Colbert Ferry
overlooking the Tennessee River. Past Board member L.O. Bishop personally served the barbecue for which his company has become famous.
The date of the 2015 annual meeting in Nashville will be announced
soon.

Dr. R. Brad Lieb
tour was introduced.
An afternoon session by archaeologist Dr. Brad R. Lieb explained
new information archaeology is re-

Acting Superintendent Dale Wilkerson announced the completion of the new visitor contact building at Mount Locust.
9

Defending The Natchez Trace

Southeast American Indians in the War of 1812
Our commemoration of the bicentennial of the War of 1812
continues with Defending the Natchez Trace
at Colbert Ferry April 10-12, 2014

A

ccording to an account in the Nashville
Clarion newspaper, a council among
the Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cherokee and
Creek tribes was held at Colbert Ferry in 1812.
The purpose was to make an important decision
- if war broke out between the United States and
Britain, which side would the Indian nations
take? They could not remain neutral, and their
choice had long-lasting consequences for the
futures of their nations.
Chickasaw Chief George Colbert announced
firmly that the Americans were his friends and
that his people would support them. That decision put him at odds with the Red Stick faction of the Creeks that sought to maintain the
independence and cultural purity of their people. As General Jackson
The Red Stick faction of the marched his
Creeks sought to maintain troops north
on the Natchez
the independence and
cultural purity of their people Trace in 1813,
he
received
news that the
Chickasaws
were seeking the help of the U.S. to go to war
with the Red Sticks. The Creek War erupted in
late 1813, and by January, 1814, Chief Colbert
decided it was prudent to take his family away
from the Natchez Trace. Colbert’s ferry operation remained important for transportation and
defense, and Chickasaw Agent James Robertson
hired Chickasaw men to guard the ferry. According to Natchez Trace parkway historians, as the
Creek War intensified, the U.S. army stationed troops
at Colbert Ferry to add to the defense of the Natchez
Trace.
The Natchez Trace living history group will portray the historic events at Colbert Ferry for the public

|

|

during the commemoration. Educational stations will
be set up for school groups from northwest Alabama.
Scholars will speak on the role of the American Indians
in the War of 1812 and the effects of the war on the Indian nations in the South. The events on Saturday will
be open to the public.
Plan now to be part of the commemoration.
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The National Park Service recently completed new exhibits
on the Choctaw Nation and the Natchez Trace in the cabin at Ridgeland.

Off The Pavement

On To Trails

T

he parkway is much more than
the motor road that connects sites
within the park. Few people realize
that the park also contains a designated
Natchez Trace National Scenic Trail from
Natchez to Nashville. Five segments of the
trail have been completed.

National scenic trails
encourage recreational
use along scenic and historic sites. President Lyndon Johnson designated
the Natchez Trace Parkway National Scenic Trail
in 1968. In 1983, 93 miles
were identified as suitable
for initial development.
Of those, 66 miles have
been completed.
The Association is a
member of the Partnership for
National
Tr a i l s
Systems,
a coalition
of national
scenic trials.
Trails require regular
maintenance.
Removing fallen branches after

a windstorm, filling small
eroded areas, and removing trash on 66 miles of
trail in sometimes remote
areas takes more time
than the limited number
of NPS maintenance employees can supply as frequently as needed to keep
the trails pristine.
This is an area where
the association can help.
W e are planning organized cleanup
days beginning
in the spring.
Work will be
conducted under the supervision of NPS personnel. Scout groups and
hiking societies are just
two groups that have volunteered to help.

a
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The volunteer days
will also provide an opportunity to get large
numbers of people out
on the trails to appreciate
the natural beauty of the
park, learn how to utilize

the trails, and gain a better understanding of why
it is important to preserve
the trails.
In the interim, winter
is a good time to explore
trails in the park.

A New Landmark
Tells A Moving Story

A

sixteen-year-old Yuchi girl
removed from her home
near the old Natchez Trace
in Alabama chose to defy the government order requiring her to
remain in Oklahoma. Like most
American Indians, she felt a connection to the land and homeland
of her ancestors. “She said that if
she did not return to her home, she

bama, where it had become illegal
for her to live.
The girl moved just across
the Alabama line to Tennessee,
married, and used her knowledge of

|

“She said that if she did
not return to her home,
she would die.”

|

would die,” her descendant Tom
Hendrix tells the story. The young
girl risked numerous dangers as
she left the reservation alone and
walked the entire distance from
Oklahoma back to her home in Ala-

Tom Hendrix
14

herbs and medicines to treat community leaders. She became influential within that community.
Her descendant Tom Hendrix learned her stories as a young
boy. He honored his ancestor at
first by practicing her herbal methods, but another Yuchi woman
gave him a more significant mission. “She said if you do this, it will
change your life.” The missionbuild a stone wall with a stone for
each step his ancestor walked from
Oklahoma to Alabama.
As a post-annual-meeting tour,
Tom Hendrix spoke at the stone
wall he began building to honor his
ancestor thirty-two years ago after
retiring from Ford Motor Company. After moving over nine million tons of stone and assembling
them without mortar, one stone at
a time, the old woman’s statement

Association Member Lorna Hainsworth, who traveled
to the annual meeting from Maryland, tours the wall.
15

has proved true. The wall has changed Mr.
Hendrix’s life.
The wall has recently been declared one
of the largest outdoor works of art donated to
a woman in the United States, and it has become a draw for indigenous peoples around
the world. Hopi Indians asked if they could
take stones to their homeland and return
them. They sculpted the stones to create a
section of the wall for people to honor their
ancestors. More recently Tibetan monks
made the wall one of the three destinations
for their visit to the United States.
The wall is located just a few yards off the
Natchez Trace Parkway, not far from some
of the Indian Removal routes. Though the
wall is on private property, Mr. Hendrix frequently gives tours. He tells his story in his
book, If Legends Fade.

dian students to their ancestral homelands in the

The

|
F
T

reeman ilden
Award

The interpreter who
creates a whole,
pares away all the
obfuscating minor
detail and drives
straight toward the
perfection of his story
will find that his hearers
are walking along with
him - are companions
on the march. At
some certain point it
becomes their story as
much as his.

- Freeman Tilden

|

N

PS Ranger Jane
Farmer has received the 2013
National Park Service
Freeman Tilden Award
for interpretive excellence, the highest award
a National Park Service
Ranger can receive.
The award is presented to one Ranger
each year in recognition of outstanding contributions to the public
through interpretation by
a National Park Service
employee. Award nominees are judged for their
creativity, originality, and
positive contributions toward the public’s understanding of the National
Park Service and the resources it protects.
The honor recognizes
Farmer for her role in
connecting American In-

Photo NPS

NPS Ranger
Jane Farmer
Recognized
for Work on
a Natchez
Trace
Curriculum
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park. Farmer established
formal partnerships with
three tribal nations in
order to provide indepth park experiences
for the students. She also
worked with East Central University in Oklahoma to develop a new
class for those involved
in the project.
In August, students
from the Chickasaw
Nation of Oklahoma
traveled to the park and
spent a week researching genealogy, exploring
the land, and working on
educational projects, including a documentary
video.
During their visit,
the students met with
area historians, representatives from the local
Chickasaw Preserve, and
members of the media.

Farmer coordinated the
activities for the week,
and traveled with the
group to assist with logistics and to introduce
them to individual resource experts. She continues to work with the
students as they develop
materials related to the
experience.
In
the
coming
months, students from
the Choctaw Nation of
Oklahoma and the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians will also visit the
park.
The project is a model
that can be expanded to
other national parks to
provide youth with more
opportunities to discover and connect to their
own stories found within
parks.

Tennessee

Chapter Meeting

T

he
Tennessee
Chapter met in
Franklin in October. President Boswell
discussed development of
living history along the
parkway, the cycling safety program, planning for
assistance in maintaining
parkway trails, and the

need to raise funds to develop programming.
Paul Lebovitz announced that construction on the Williamson
County Timberland Park
Visitor Center building
just south of the Double
Arch Bridge should begin
in spring 2014.

Alabama

Chapter Meeting

R

History
committee
chair Jeff Brewer is beginning to plan a living history event for the 2014
annual meeting in Tennessee. Jean Chevallier,
chair of the Nature/Conservation/Trails Committee, is developing a plan
to help NPS maintain the
trails along the parkway
in Tennessee, and the
Highland Rim Section of
the National Scenic Trail
in particular. A volunteer day is being planned

for the spring. Members
have already begun to recruit additional volunteer
groups to help.
Planning for the 2014
Annual Meeting in Nashville was discussed. The
meeting will include a
living history event and a
cycling event on the parkway. The 2014 Annual
Meeting will coincide
with the 80th birthday of
the Natchez Trace Parkway Association.

els will provide additional
interpretation for visitors
event when the building
is not staffed. The delegation provided copies
of photos and documents

and offered assistance in
obtaining any other information that can be used to
tell the rich history of that
site on the Natchez Trace
Parkway.

epresentatives of ing Indians on the Natchez
the Alabama Chap- Trace. New outdoor panter met in the
fall in Tupelo with
Terry Wildy, Chief of
Interpretation. They
made a presentation
about the history of
Colbert Ferry, the
Colbert family and
the Indian Removal
story they would like
to see interpreted
when the new building at Colbert Ferry
is constructed. Ms.
Wildy acknowledged
that new interpretation is being planned
for the building, both
in the small visitor
contact room and
Demolition of the comfort station at Jeff Busby makes way for a new
bookstore and the
facility. The old building was part of the Mission ‘66 improvements to the
breezeway outdoors.
parkway. Jeff Busby was originally selected as one of the three parks
She also mentioned
within the park for development of a campground and filing station.
implementation of a
A sandwich shop was considered in early plans. The filing station has
new grant for updatbeen closed for several years, and it will not be replaced.
ing all panels discuss17

Chickasaw
Nation
Governor
Anoatubby
Discusses
Plans For
Cultural
Center

The preliminary planning process was completed earlier this year.
Environmental and archaeological studies were conducted during
the summer. Conceptual drawings
have been prepared.
Governor Anoatubby asked the
large number assembled how many
had visited the Chickasaw Cultural
Center in Oklahoma. He said that
he hopes to see a facility of a similar
quality constructed on the parkway
in Tupelo. He stated that initially
a structure of about 7,000 square
feet would be a good start, though

Governor Bill Anoatubby
he hinted that additions might be
planned for the future as needed.
Funds have not yet been raised for
construction of the center.
The Chickasaw Village site
lies in the heart of the land that
was once the Chickasaw Nation.
Chickasaw hunting ground extended as far north as present-day
18
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C

hickasaw Nation Governor
Bill Anoatubby hosted a reception for the Friends of
the Chickasaw Nation in Tupelo on
December 16. He took the occasion
to express his interest and commitment to plans for development of a
Chickasaw Cultural Center at the
Chickasaw Village site on the parkway.

Paducah, Kentucky. Many parkway
sites from Line Creek in Mississippi
to Nashville, Tennessee are related
to the history of the Chickasaws.
Development of the center will enable the parkway to broaden its interpretation to give visitors a better
understanding of the old Natchez
Trace and its peoples.

T

Support Opportunities

he Association is working to generate private support to help the National Park Service maintain and create
programming, facilities and events along the parkway to enable it to achieve its potential. We have begun
work to raise funds to help support programming. This year, the Internal Revenue Service approved our
501(c)(3) status as a public charity- donations may now be tax deductible. We also registered with GuideStar,
which helps assure transparency for non-profits. We have made it easy to make donations using credit cards
through PayPal on our website, www.natcheztrace.org. If you are planning year-end charitable donations, consider the Association’s restricted funds:

• Marty Owens Living History Fund - Bringing Natchez Trace history to life for the next generation.
• Gary Holdiness Cycling Fund - Promoting cycling and cycling safety on the Natchez Trace Parkway.
• Trail/Nature/Conservation Fund - Maintaining Natchez Trace trails and encouraging exploration on
the Natchez Trace National Scenic Trail.

Annual sustaining support is also needed for Association
programs.
Donor’s may choose from four levels:
1.
2.
3.
4.

$500 – $999
Silver Level Donor
$1,000 – $2,499
Gold Level Donor
$2,500 – $4,999
Platinum Level Donor
$5,000 – $10,000 + Diamond Level Donor

•
•
•
•

Sustaining donors may choose to be listed in the fall Post Rider and on the website.
The board has also begun creating restricted funds for our work at specific sites along the parkway.
The Association is an all-volunteer non-profit, and overhead expenses are kept to a minimum.
Whatever your interests and whatever aspect of the Natchez Trace Parkway is your passion, the
Association is now providing an opportunity for you to get involved to make a difference.

2013 Donors
Sustaining - Silver Level, Dr. Eslick Marty Owens Living History Fund
Daniel
Bryant Boswell, Dot Ward, Madison County School District, MisCell Phone Tour Sponsorships sissippi Historical Society, Richard
Andy and Bonnie Menapace, Tony
Prestholdt, City of Natchez, Teresa
L. Turnbow. Additional support was and Jeff Brewer, Elbert Hilliard,
provided by Boswell Media Produc- Lorna Hainesworth, Tom Watts
tions and Historical Truth 101.
Gary Holdiness Cycling Fund
Post Rider Sponsorship - Emma
First Presbyterian Church, KosCrisler
ciusko; Nilene Junker, Mark D.
Sheperd; James E. Thomas; Donna
Trail/Nature/Conservation Fund - Holdiness; Joseph N. Goodell, KosJim Mallory
ciusko Community Foundation
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General Fund Donors
Andy & Bonnie Menapace, Susie
Moran, Jim & Aline Roberts, Joe
Goodell, Michael P. Schenk, Bryant
Boswell, Tom Watts, Janet Whittington
Also thanks to Cary Spence and Pip
Printing and Marketing for donation
of NTPA logo window decals.
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